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INTRODUCTION

On July 1, 2021, the Wyoming “Decentralised Autonomous Organizations Act” entered into force. This act followed pioneering 2018 Vermont legislation that allows for the establishment of Blockchain-based Limited Liability Companies.1 The legislation extends Wyoming’s earlier legislative innovations involving the recognition and use of cryptocurrencies.2 It is the first legislation fully recognising a “Decentralised Autonomous Organization” (DAO) as a legal entity as a distinct DAO
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1 VT. STAT. ANN., tit. 11, § 4171 (2017); see also DAILY FINANCIAL INFO DIRECTORY, Vermont Registers First DAO LLC in USA (June 12, 2019), https://www.dfid.org/news/vermont-registers-first-dao-llc-in-usa (an act Related to Blockchain Business Development was signed by Vermont Governor Phil Scott on May 30, 2018 and became effective on July 1, 2018. The creation of blockchain-based limited liability companies (“BBLLCs”) allows blockchain companies to protect owners, managers and blockchain participants from unwarranted liability by forming BBLLCs. It also gives blockchain companies an enforceable legal framework to create custom governance and organizational structures that fit their unique technology and circumstances); Candace McCarthy, Technology Company Creates First Blockchain-Based LLC (July 13, 2018), https://gravelshea.com/2018/07/vermont-technology-company-creates-first-blockchain-based-vermontllc/#:~:text=Gravel%20%26%20Shea%20is%20pleased%20to,LLC%20on%20July%2C%202018.

Limited Liability Company (LLC).\(^3\) It establishes a procedure whereby DAO members, managers and business organizations, which have previously functioned outside the usual legal rules that govern business forms and governance can avail themselves to the benefits of limited liability and legal entity status. Building on the Wyoming LLC Law,\(^4\) the Act also sets forth minimal obligations for managers, underlying governance arrangements for governance tokens and protections for DAO members.

It is likely that other jurisdictions will enact similar legislation in the coming years. DAOs have become increasingly controversial as their use has spread. Currently most DAOs are jurisdictionless. In addition, DAO related ‘miners’, ‘nodes’ and ‘curators’ or “governance tokens” do not presently fit into accepted legal categories in most jurisdictions. Notwithstanding the problem that there is no agreed upon definition of what constitutes a DAO, there is continuing debate over the appropriate legal status of such organization (if any) and their relationship to regulatory and legal systems. On one hand, some commenters argue that because a DAO operates as an autonomous code on the blockchain they should continue to operate independently of legal systems. On the other hand, other scholars have argued that the relationship between human agents and the DAO blockchain code creates the potential for fraud, such that legal regulation is necessary.

This legal ambiguity is shared with cryptocurrencies and non-fungible tokens, but the use of DAO structure also implicates issues of corporate governance and member/shareholder rights. While DAOs have been seized upon by proponents as a means of rectifying the agent-principle problem inherent in the corporate structure, DAOs cannot completely eliminate the problems related to asymmetrical information, nor can they eliminate the issues arising from the powers and the incentives that different individuals may have within the DAO structure. This problem leads to an inquiry into the appropriate conceptualisation of a DAO as a “legal entity” as well as the consideration of the legal relationships the DAO has with third parties, among its members and between management and the members.

Wyoming’s creation of a legal structure for DAO in “Wyoming Decentralised Autonomous Organization Supplement” which uses the LLC framework is one attempt to address these issues. The Act creates a special
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\(^3\) As of the date of this Article, DAOs are not recognised as legal entities except in Wyoming (USA), Vermont (USA) and the Republic of Marshall Islands.

category of Limited Liability Company for the decentralised autonomous organizational structure. Under the Act, DAO LLC’s are either member-managed or algorithmically managed through smart contracts. While usefully extending jurisdiction as well as business and agency rules to a previously unregulated activity, this attempt by Wyoming is unlikely to address the major legal and conceptual issues with DAOs. On the one hand, the establishment of legal entity status is an important aspect of regulating this growing area. On the other hand, using the LLC structure rather than other business entity legal categories incorporates existing legal problems relating to fiduciary and due care duties in LLC law, which can be magnified in a DAO institutional structure. The broader LLC jurisprudence remains contested as to the content and scope of duties among members, the LLC and the managers. At the same time, the Act does little to address the more fundamental issue of whether DAO governance tokens are ‘securities’ under federal law because there is no bright-line rule in federal law concerning the categorization of LLC interests, undermining regulatory clarity.

This Article argues that the recognition of DAOs as legal entities is a positive step toward extending legal protections to DAO members and third parties who engage in transactions with DAOs. However, the nature of LLCs and membership interests in the statutory scheme as well as the ability of LLC members to opt-out of fiduciary and other obligations towards other LLC members under the Wyoming LLC law creates a misleading sense of legal oversight and does little to address the potential for abuse and fraud that can arise with a DAO. Rather there should be a set of minimal obligations for managers, underlying governance arrangements for governance tokens and protections for DAO members to prevent the use of the organizational form to facilitate the misappropriation of member contributions and fraud.

I. DAO AS AN ORGANIZATIONAL FORM AND LEGAL ENTITY

The DAO organizational form has emerged with the increased sophistication of smart contract-based technologies and block chain networks (Distributed Ledger Technology), which create the ability to address
organizational and contractual inefficiencies or problems. The members of
the DAO do not have the usual formal contracts with the organization or with
other members. Rather their position and role in the organization is governed
by smart contract provisions that exist within software code, which in turn is
embedded in the larger structure of the participating network. It is also
envisioned that most, if not all, third-party dealings with the DAO are
executed through smart contracts. A DAO entity theoretically can be used as
a mechanism whereby individuals can work and collaborate together without
the restrictions and governance issues which can accompany organizations
that are legally created and managed by natural persons. The mechanism can
also be used by registered business entities to automate the governance rules
that may be contained in shareholder agreements, corporate bylaws or
imposed by law.

There is no set definition for Decentralised Autonomous Organization.
Christoph Jentzsch posits that a DAO comprises a set of standard smart
contract code on the blockchain which enables: “(1) participants to maintain

5 Nick Szabo, Smart Contracts: Building Blocks for Digital Markets, SEMANTIC SCHOLAR (2019),
https://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/rob/Courses/InformationInSpeech/CDROM/Literature/LOTwinterschool20
06/szabo.best.vwh.net/smart_contracts_2.html (defining smart contracts as “a set of promises, specified
in digital form, including protocols within which the parties perform on these promises”; these protocols,
or sets of rules and procedures are embedded with a blockchain which can receive and send assets as well
as information without human involvement); Farshad Ghodoosi, Contracting in the Age of Smart
Contracts, 96 WASH. L. REV. 51, 58 (2021) (explaining that the computer code automatically executes all
or parts of an agreement and is stored on a blockchain-based platform. The code can either be the sole
manifestation of the agreement between the parties or might complement a traditional text-based contract
and execute certain provisions. The code itself is replicated across multiple nodes of a blockchain and,
therefore, benefits from the security, permanence and immutability that a blockchain offers, and also
noting that smart contracts have three features: (1) full automation of contract formation and execution;
(2) contract validation by other users; (3) anonymity of contractual parties); Stuart D. Levi, An
Introduction to Smart Contracts and Their Potential and Inherent Limitations, SKADDEN (May 7, 2018),
M. Sklaroff, Comment, Smart Contracts and the Cost of Inflexibility, 166 U. PA. L. REV. 263 (2017).
6 Tokens, Cryptocurrencies & Other Cryptoassets, BLOCKCHAINHUB BERLIN, https://
blockchainhub.net/tokens/ (last visited Dec. 4, 2019).
7 Christoph Jentzsch, Decentralised Autonomous Organization to Automate Governance, BLOCKIT
8 Szabo, supra note 5 (explaining that a “smart contract” can be described as: a computerized
transaction protocol that executes terms of a contract. The general objectives of smart contract design are
to satisfy common contractual conditions (such as payment terms, liens, confidentiality, and even
enforcement), minimize exceptions both malicious and accidental, and minimize the need for trusted
intermediaries. Related economic goals include lowering fraud loss, arbitrations and enforcement costs,
direct real-time control of contributed funds” and where “(2) governance rules are formalized, automated and enforced using software.” Hassan and de Filippi define a DAO as: “a blockchain-based system that enables people to coordinate and govern themselves mediated by a set of self-executing rules deployed on a public blockchain, and whose governance is decentralised (i.e., independent from central control).” Allen and Overy define a DAO as a complex smart contract, or set of smart contracts that “can be programmed to operate autonomously, without human involvement, or the code can provide for direct, real-time control of the DAO and funds controlled by it.”

These computer program(s), “running on a peer-to-peer network” incorporate governance and decision-making rules. Hsieh et al. describe DAOs as: “non-hierarchical organizations that perform and record routine tasks on a peer-to-peer, cryptographically secure, public network, and rely on the voluntary contributions of their internal stakeholders to operate, manage, and evolve the organization through a democratic consultation process.” Regardless of the definition, it is evident that a DAO, at a minimum, must have all governance and decision-making rules implemented by way of smart contracts which are deployed over a public or relevantly accessible blockchain.


9 Jentzsch, supra note 7, at 1.


12 ALLEN & OVERY LLP, supra note 11.


14 Alex Murray, Scott Kuban, Matt Josefy & Jon Anderson, Contracting in the Smart Era: The Implications of Blockchain and Decentralised Autonomous Organizations for Contracting and Corporate Governance, 35 ACAD. OF MGMT. PERSP. 622, 623 (2021), https://journals.aom.org/doi/full/10.5465/amp.2018.0066 (explaining that the extent of decentralization in a blockchain varies. On one hand there are permissionless blockchains, such as Ethereum. On a permissionless blockchain anyone can perform or verify transactions once they have installed the correct software. Transactions on permissionless blockchains systems are expensive, slow, and irreversible, due to the enormous number of participants verifying and processing the governing code. High participation is what provides the benefit of maximum decentralization—replacing costly or corruptible intermediaries with user-driven consensus); Vitalik
DAOs operate on a public blockchain that is said to eliminate the agent-principle problem inherent in many business forms. All members can participate in decision-making and transactions involving the DAO, and the record of these decisions and transactions is transparent and immutable.\(^\text{15}\) A blockchain is an open source technology which is able to combine peer-to-peer networks, such as the internet, with cryptography (public key messaging and hash functions) which creates an immutable time-stamped public transactional information that can be “stored in publicly accessible, decentralised, distributed, automated ledgers.”\(^\text{16}\) Recently the California Blockchain Working Group defined a “Blockchain” as:

\[\text{A} \text{ domain of technology used to build decentralised systems that increase the verifiability of data shared among a group of participants that may not necessarily have a pre-existing trust relationship. Any such system must include one or more “distributed ledgers,” specialized datastores that provide a mathematically verifiable ordering of transactions recorded in the datastore. It may also include “smart contracts” that allow participants to automate pre-agreed business processes. These smart contracts are implemented by embedding software in transactions recorded in the datastore.}\]

While these entities or organizations operate on a “blockchain” there is no agreed upon definition of a blockchain, nor is there agreement as to what specific attributes or characteristics are required for something to be considered a blockchain.\(^\text{18}\) The Wyoming Statute defines a Blockchain as a
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\(^{15}\) Henning Diedrich, *Ethereum Blockchains, Digital Assets, Smart Contracts, Decentralised Autonomous Organizations* 33 (2016) (“Blockchains do symmetric computation. Every node in a blockchain stores and computes the same data. The nodes even execute the exact same calculations at roughly the exact same moment in time.” . . . It’s not a blockchain if its copies are not stored, identically, across massively many computers. . . . Fundamentally, the data a blockchain holds is a sequence of transactions. And as of today it is essential that no transaction is ever forgotten.”).


“digital ledger or database which is chronological, consensus-based, decentralised and mathematically verified in nature.”

The Vermont statute which allows for the creation of Blockchain-based limited liability companies defines “blockchain technology” as “a cryptographically secured, chronological, and decentralised consensus ledger or consensus database maintained via Internet, peer-to-peer network, or other interaction.”

These definitions contrast with the Delaware corporation code, which allows for the use of blockchain to store corporate records, has no definition of “blockchain.” It merely allows for the corporate records to be kept or stored on “1 or more distributed electronic networks or databases.”

Compounding these definitional difficulties is the very malleability and ambiguity of the words used to describe such technology and processes.

Becoming a member of a DAO provides individuals and entities with the ability to engage in decision-making (e.g., submitting proposals, casting ballots) as well as other functions relevant to the particular smart contracts and overall design of the DAO. Membership interests in a DAO are generally pseudo-anonymous. There are various ways in which individuals and entities may become a member of a DAO, including “token-based membership” and “share-based membership.” Token-based membership is one of the most common forms of DAO membership. This type of membership in the DAO is obtained through the possession of an administrative or governance token, which provides the user access to the decision-making process and the DAO.

---

19 WYO. STAT. § 34-29-106(q)(i) (2022). In 2018 the Legislature amended CAL. CORP. CODE § 204 (General Corporation Law) and CAL. CORP. CODE § 2603 (Social Purpose Corporation Act). The new law will take effect on January 1, 2019, and it has a sunset provision causing it to automatically expire on January 1, 2022. The California law defined “blockchain technology” as a “mathematically secured, chronological, and decentralised consensus ledger or database.” The California Law permitted using the blockchain for recording and tracking the issuance and transfer of stock certificates, the names of corporation’s stockholders of record, and the address and number of shares registered in the name of each stockholder. Delaware law, while permitting corporate records to be maintained on a “distributed electronic ledger or databases” does not define the term. See DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 224 and § 232(d) (2017).


21 DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 224 (1953). See also DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 18, § 101(6) (1953) for provisions for LLCs.

community based on the particular governance arrangement. The token is analogous to obtaining shares in a public share-market. The identity of the token holder and user is irrelevant when procuring the token, and the DAO has no ability to exclude particular token holders based on their identity or other characteristics once the holder has met the ownership/user conditions for obtaining the token. Members/Users can obtain these tokens without the permission of the DAO or the other DAO members. For example, in order to become a member of Developer DAO, an individual must obtain the Genesis NFT. The possession of the Genesis NFT provides the owner/user “with permanent access to the community and governance rights” enabling the owner/user to become an active member of Developer DAO. A permissionless token can be obtained through such things as an award, providing liquidity to the DAO or some designated third-party, or some other “evidence of work,” which once verified, enables the owner/user to access the token, which in turn provides access in the DAO. The other type of membership is “share-based membership.” This membership is offer-based. Individuals, pseudo-anonymous individuals and entities can offer third parties an opportunity to acquire tokens to join the DAO, typically in exchange for tokens or work. Conversely, the DAO may place membership offers to an individual or class of individuals in exchange for tokens, fiat or cryptocurrency, work, the reputation of the new member or for “nothing.”

Membership participation and rights upon exiting DAO membership are dependent upon proportionate share or some other agreed value of the DAO represented by the tokens held by the member in a manner analogous to corporations or other unincorporated associations. An example of a shared-based membership is MolochDAO which requires a potential member to demonstrate that they have certain skills and the background to make educated decisions on potential grantees of the MolochDAO. An individual

---

23 Id.
24 Id.
28 Id.
(or current members) cannot simply purchase or do some other work to gain membership admittance to MolochDAO on the open market. 29

A DAO does not have the centralized leadership or management like traditional corporate entities. Rather, it is governed by the members under “democratic and participatory” processes or algorithms. DAOs are funded and usually managed by the members and will generally provide its members with “governance” tokens that are proportional to their investment. A governance token defines and activates a bundle of rights: conditional rights that are held by the token holder; management rights (or management tools) to the physical or digital assets; and access rights to other property that are held by the DAO. DAO governance tokens are generally freely transferable, and their price often varies over time. As the DAO runs on the blockchain, governance token investments are generally done with cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin (BTC) or Ether (ETH). Besides being a store of value, the cryptocurrencies are used to incentivize and compensate DAO members in governance decision-making through the blockchain—generally participation in DAO decision-making requires the expenditure of a number of tokens representing cryptocurrency, or the expenditure of cryptocurrency itself. Governance tokens represent voting and ownership rights in an analogous way to corporate shares or partnership interests. Depending on the structure of the smart contracts, governance token holdings sometimes determine the weight of a member’s vote in various decisions related to the DAO. In addition, because the management of the DAO is conceived as embedded in a “trustless” technical system (arguably incentivizing individual responsibilities and contributions while minimizing the agent-principle problems), a governance token generally will include more extensive governance rights to initiate and amend DAO decision-making in contrast to traditional shareholder rights. 30 Token holders can vote on DAO proposals by initiating a governance token transaction that is subsequently automatically enforced by smart contracts through votes on the blockchain. Tokens can also include more extensive governance rights to initiate proposals and approve/disapprove transactions than would not be available to shareholders or limited partners. In short, governance tokens and rights

---


and responsibilities are reflective of the less hierarchical, more horizontal business form blended with democratic decisional processes that have been valued by proponents of DAOs.

II. LEGAL RECOGNITION OF DAOS

The legal personhood or legal entity status of a firm is the creation of law. Initially, the law granted legal personality to a group of individuals who undertook certain activities (such as fundraising or state-incentivized monopolistic trade activities), in the form of a joint stock company, or where the inter-generational transfers of property were necessary as part of the business/charitable function of a charitable, religious or business activity. Legal entity status packages together with several features (entity shielding,31 authority to transact, procedures for legal action, capacity to sue and be sued) that enable the entity can act as a self-directed separate individual. It also serves a coordinating role, because the entity can operate as a single contracting party distinct from the various individuals who own or manage the firm, thus minimizing coordination costs and agency problems.32 This can facilitate individuals to engage in joint projects with other individuals.

In most jurisdictions, DAOs have not been accorded legal entity status. In part, this is due to the novelty of the DAO organizational structure. This structure, derived from the synergistic use of the blockchain, cryptocurrencies and smart contacts is generally incompatible with the underlying legal presumptions and principles of other business entity forms and management structures, and requires the re-conceptualisation of business entity forms and functions.33 At the same time, there are unresolved issues regarding the nature of management structure in a smart contract blockchain ecosystem including the scope of member liability, the duties and disabilities

---

31 Entity shielding are those rules that give priority to creditors to the firm’s assets, protect the firm’s assets from the personal creditors, and provide that the shareholders of the corporation cannot withdraw their share of firm assets at will. It also prevents the personal creditors of an individual shareholder to foreclose on the shareholder’s share of firm assets. REINIER KRAAKMANN ET AL., THE ANATOMY OF CORPORATE LAW: A COMPARATIVE AND FUNCTIONAL APPROACH 6 (3d ed. 2017); Henry Hansmann et al., Law and the Rise of the Firm, 119 HARV. L. REV. 1333, 1343–50 (2006).
32 Id. at 6.
33 Of course, the issue of legal personhood and entity status is not undisputed in other forms of business organization such as partnership. Scholars continue to debate the elements and power of various entities included in each definition of what may be considered traditional business forms.
between management and members and among members, as well as issues of jurisdictional competence and oversight which must be determined prior to a grant of legal entity status.

In those jurisdictions, where formal registered legal entity status has not yet been granted, DAOs are likely to be considered a partnership, which the Uniform Partnership Act defines as “an association of two or more persons to carry on as co-owners of a business for profit.” The conception of a DAO as a partnership does have some advantages. The business form can avoid issues of double taxation, and decision-making and voting procedures may be clarified under the relevant partnership statute. However, partnership status is also potentially onerous in a DAO smart contract and token environment (particularly if the token holders are in different jurisdictions or consider themselves judgment proof). It would require an individual token holder to engage in continuous informed participation in the DAO to avoid liability, a situation that could significantly curtail the fundraising and management potential of the DAO form. It also mandates that DAO members would have the same fiduciary duties to one another as in other partnerships, (as modified and mediated through the blockchain and smart contract structure), a situation that may be incompatible with the DAOs decisional processes and membership structure. Perhaps more problematic for potential members is that, absent legislation, it is likely that DAO membership interests or entitlements held by partner/members would be jointly and severally liable for the DAO debts similar to partners under traditional partnership legislation.

Yet, analogizing a DAO to a partnership is imperfect, and such legal characterization creates additional issues that are not concordant with the partnership structure. First, the decentralised structure of a DAO prevents an easy determination of which partnership law and jurisdiction would control the relationships among partners. Despite similarity among partnership statutes, the ability of partners in law to waive certain liabilities and certain obligations differs across jurisdictions. This can give rise to forum shopping or complex conflict-of-law situations. It is unlikely that the smart contracts

---

35 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAWS §§ 6, 145, 188 (Am. L. Inst. 1971); see generally Lea Brilmayer, Hard Cases, Single Factor Theories, and a Second Look at the Restatement 2D of
governing membership issues would reflect such nuances; and even if they did so, it is not evident that courts in the relevant jurisdictions would apply them. Second, there is an issue about the nature of DAO membership interests for purposes of assuming jurisdiction. Where a DAO owns a real property in a particular location this is not an issue, as jurisdiction would follow in rem over the property. However, the issue of the court asserting jurisdiction over the DAO membership interests either as “intangible property” or as a “chose in action” is problematic. The membership or property interest is located on the blockchain, a location that is not evidently within the jurisdiction of any particular court where a claim may need to be brought (nor evidently within the jurisdiction of any court absent an agreement). Moreover, in many instances the interest itself is not accessible to the court or to the parties due to owner authentication or membership (public and private) key issues. This issue is compounded in the international context.

As such, the move to recognize the DAO as an LLC is an advance for DAO fundraising efforts and governance in that it seemingly establishes a jurisdictional forum, sets minimum standards of accountability and good faith among members, and enables a jurisdictional determination of property that is available to the business and creditors. As a DAO governance token represents the initial contribution by each investor, the assignation of legal entity status can assist the determination of the ownership interest as well as enable DAO members to avail themselves of any statutory protections that may be offered by the relevant jurisdiction.

Moreover, a legal entity can be held liable for any civil or criminal liabilities that may arise in the fundraising process, an area that has been rife with malfeasance. The limited liability offered for token membership would facilitate sales and transfer among token holders and assist in the establishment of a secondary market for tokens; this development would positively impact fundraising and capital formation in those businesses that choose a DAO structure. In addition, the statutorily mandated requirements


for DAO articles of organization (such as Wyoming statute) includes the requirement of a publicly available identifier for any smart contract that would be used to manage, facilitate or operate the DAO; this is a particularly important aspect for members, as the misinterpretation of the smart contract used by the DAO and among the members can often be misunderstood or is difficult for less sophisticated members. Finally, the re-orientation of the source of corporate and fiduciary duties coupled with an entrenchment of the notion of a registered business entity as a “real” entity to which management and members owe contractual and fiduciary obligations to each other is particularly advantageous in the DAO context. Given the sprawling nature of the membership interests and the relative opacity (in practice) of smart contracts and governance arrangements, a registered entity can provide a more unambiguous measure of directors and shareholder obligations as well as to provide more accessible remedies for failure to perform legal obligations (e.g., due care, good faith or conflict of interest).

III. FIDUCIARY OBLIGATIONS, GOOD FAITH AND DUE CARE

As an emergent business form DAOs have been designed to address the seemingly intractable agency problems that pervade many business forms, including eliminating inefficiencies and improving business performance.38 In addition, the DAO is envisioned to be a mechanism that enables the release of emancipatory democratic and entrepreneurial potential that a horizontal organization based on smart contracts and the blockchain can achieve.

IV. EMANCIPATORY BUSINESS FORM

It has been argued that the use of the blockchain and smart contracts by a DAO, like the internet more generally, has emancipatory potential. Emancipatory technology is technology that implicitly or explicitly generates social benefits beyond the direct economic benefit the application of such

---

38 See generally Christian Catalini & Joshua S. Gans, Some Simple Economics of the Blockchain 6–20 (Nat’l. Bureau of Econ. Rsch., Working Paper No. 22952, 2019) (arguing that there are two key costs lowered by blockchain technology—the cost of verification and the cost of networking. These cost savings have direct implications for the design and efficiency of digital platforms, and they open opportunities for new approaches to business, data ownership, privacy, and licensing.).
technologies has for users, third-party beneficiaries and other market participants. An emancipatory benefit arises where the use of technology generates social marginal benefits that may have no apparent economic value, but which nevertheless provide positive externalities or knock-on effects for society.39 An example of an emancipatory technology is the provision of stable broadband internet services in developing countries. The DAO form is argued to be emancipatory as its use of the blockchain provides transparency and underpins “distributed trust” that facilitates market transactions, underpins the sharing of knowledge and fosters a better environment for small-scale economic activity.40 In addition, the DAO is said to transform corporate governance and decision-making through the democratic self-governing nature of management or entity decisions. This democratic element is evident in Hsieh et al.’s description of a DAO as a non-hierarchical organization which: record[s] routine tasks on a peer-to-peer, cryptographically secure, public network, and [relies] on the voluntary contributions of their internal stakeholders to operate, manage, and evolve the organization through a democratic consultation process.41 Democratic governance can empower innovation and leverage members’ knowledge and experience into business decision-making in a manner not possible with other business forms. It is realized by the transparent nature of DAO decision-making on the blockchain (allowing members total control over the network’s maintenance) and the automated implementation of both the self-governing decision-making process as well as the substance of a decision itself. It also frees up DAO governance from the often fruitless legal, institutional, political and cultural debates and constraints that have enmeshed corporate governance over the past century.42

41 Hsieh et al., supra note 13, at 2.
42 See Dorothy S. Lund & Elizabeth Pollman, The Corporate Governance Machine, 121 COLUM. L. REV. 2563 (2021) (arguing that corporate governance in the United States is underpinned by what they term “The Corporate Governance Machine,” which is made up of three reinforcing components: law, institutions, and culture. The authors argue that despite the dramatic changes in the normative and governance environment due to such things as ESG, these elements continue to orient corporations’ governance and objectives toward advancing shareholder interests).
Whether the DAO will unleash the emancipatory potential ascribed by its proponents is beyond the scope of this Article. However, such potential depends in part on whether the smart contract decisional structure (as verified by the blockchain) can be tailored to provide for more democratic input and innovative potential. From this perspective, the issue remains uncertain. Smart contracts and the blockchain potentially offer an immeasurable variety of processes and transactions that may be facilitated or transacted. However, shifting away from human agency and human language contacts can create new inefficiencies and difficulties. Additionally, the use of smart contracts in DAO corporate governance remains subject to future regulation as well as the use and status of the cryptocurrencies that have underpinned governance tokens in the DAO decisional structure. There is no question that increased efficiency, productivity and innovation have been achieved across a broad range of industries due to the use of the internet and other digital technologies. Nevertheless, these improvements have not come without some costs, and fall considerably short of the initial emancipatory claims. From job losses, threats to privacy, and monitoring concerns, to the market power of platform companies, the use of the digital internet-based technologies (whether disruptive technologies or innovations) has led to significant social, regulatory and governance issues. At the same time, the democratic potential of digital technologies has been undermined by such things as fraud, social media misinformation, hate speech, terrorism, abuse and harassment.
on the internet. Combined with earlier democratic deficit issues, such as the problems of asymmetrical information, media misinformation and framing, voter apathy and special interest manipulation of various democratic processes that historically have impacted democratic decision-making, the rise of digital technologies has not led to a democratic renaissance in political or business governance.

V. PRINCIPLE-AGENT PROBLEMS AND DAO MANAGEMENT

The other justification for the DAO business form is that it better addresses the principle-agent problems that are endemic in other types of business firms.48 These agency problems, which have become a rich area of theoretical and empirical inquiry,49 arise where the “welfare of one party” (the principle) is dependent upon the actions of another party (the agent). Agency costs arise from the self-serving behaviour of an agent as well as the costs incurred by a firm in preventing or mitigating an agent’s self-interested behaviour.50 The solution to the problem is to encourage the agent to act in the “principle’s interest rather than simply in the agent’s own interest.”51 The principal in these circumstances “can limit [agent] divergences from his interest by establishing appropriate incentives for the agent and by incurring monitoring costs designed to limit the aberrant activities of the agent.”52 Agency problems arise between a firm’s owners and its hired managers, between those who possess a controlling or majority interest and minority, or non-controlling owners (oppression by the majority) and conflicts between the “firm itself—including, particularly, its owners—and the other parties

48 Jentzsch, supra note 7, at 2.
with whom the firm contracts, such as creditors, employees, and customers.\(^5\)

In both corporate and partnership law, agent-principle and majority oppression problems are dealt with through the imposition of equity, statutory law and case law (agency, partnership and/or corporate law), fiduciary law, contract law [express and implied contractual obligations (e.g., good faith and fair dealing), partnership agreements, shareholder agreements, and LLC operating agreements], or are addressed through market mechanisms that align agent-principle interests.\(^5\) In a DAO, the primary means by which this problem is addressed is both organizational and contractual. DAOs seek to eliminate and/or reduce manager/agent roles and discretion through the use of smart contracts and the blockchain and through various mechanisms to enhance membership participation and avoid majority oppression of minority members.\(^5\)

This flat horizontal structure eliminates or mitigates the need for managerial hierarchies and minimizes or eliminates the incentive and opportunity to develop, pursue and implement self-interested behavior by managers apart from the interest of the DAO and DAO members. First, management decision-making and management discretion traditionally left to corporate officers or managing partners is supplanted by membership decisions that use the blockchain. These decisions may be limited to only those traditionally undertaken by boards of directors, but the use of the blockchain can enable members to participate in minute management decisions that would otherwise be outside the purview of shareholders, or in certain instances even the board of directors. Second, the implementation of membership decisions is automated through the use of smart contracts. As such, decisions that would otherwise have allowed for, or necessitated the use of discretion by management are decided by a majority of some quorum of members under the applicable DAO organizing protocols. Third, the DAO mechanism would enable minority members to retrieve their funds from the DAO in the event of majority actions that they disagree with, or there could

\(^5\) A problem every DAO has to mitigate is the ability for the majority to rob the minority by changing governance and ownership rules after DAO formation. Jentzsch, supra note 7, at 2.
be other procedural or substantive limitations on various proposals that may adversely affect minority members.\textsuperscript{56}

It is unlikely that the DAO entity structure will eliminate the agent-structure problem or avoid oppression by a majority advertised by its promoters. The usual legal categories to address these problems involve: the law of fiduciary obligations (loyalty and due care), and fair-dealing and good faith, which has both fiduciary and contractual elements.\textsuperscript{57} Fiduciary obligations are premised on the idea that certain relationships require the responsible party “to be other-regarding because of the potential for abuse inherent to the agency structure of the relationship.”\textsuperscript{58} The duty of loyalty controls prescriptive standards including no conflict-of-interest and no-profit rules which “prohibit fiduciaries from receiving unauthorized profits and from acting in the face of unauthorized conflicts” while undertaking their fiduciary mandates.\textsuperscript{59} The duty prohibits self-dealing and conflicts-of-interest subject to the principal’s consent where certain procedural and substantive safeguards are met. The duty of care outlines a fiduciary’s required measure of “care” by establishing a “reasonableness” or “prudential” standard. It requires directors and officers to exercise the level of care that a prudent person would use under similar circumstances and “consider all material information reasonably available” in making business decisions, and that deficiencies in this process will garner liability only if the directors’ actions are grossly negligent.\textsuperscript{60} This standard, whether objective,

\textsuperscript{56} KRAAKMANN ET AL., supra note 31, at 30.

\textsuperscript{57} Lyman Johnson, The Three Fiduciaries of Delaware Corporate Law—and Eisenberg’s Error, in FIDUCIARY OBLIGATIONS IN BUSINESS, 57, 57 (Arthur B. Laby & Jacob Hale Russell eds., 2021).

\textsuperscript{58} Robert H Sitkoff, The Economic Structure of Fiduciary Law, 91 Bos. U. L. Rev. 1039, 1049 (2011); Daniel Markovits, Sharing Ex Ante and Sharing Ex Post the Non-Contractual Basis of Fiduciary Relations, in PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF FIDUCIARY LAW 209, 215 (Andrew S. Gold & Paul B. Miller eds., 2014) (“A fiduciary relation becomes appealing partly because a principal requires her agent to act in ways that she cannot substantially specify ex ante or cannot directly evaluate ex post. In such cases, fiduciary obligation substitutes for the specification of contract duties and the verification of performance.”).

\textsuperscript{59} Paul B. Miller, Dimensions of Fiduciary Loyalty, in RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON FIDUCIARY LAW 1, 16 (D. Gordon Smith & Andrew S. Gold eds., 2018).

\textsuperscript{60} In re Walt Disney Co. Derivative Litig., 907 A.2d 693, 749 (Del. Ch. 2005). In the duty of care context with respect to corporate fiduciaries, gross negligence has been defined as a “reckless indifference to or a deliberate disregard of the whole body of stockholders’ or actions which are ‘without the bounds of reason.’” Id. at 750.
subjective, or mixed, is measured by what is expected of a reasonable or prudent person in like circumstances.

What the appropriate standards of care and loyalty owed by a fiduciary are in a particular instance is dependent on the context and are often unclear. Similarly, the implied duty of fair dealing and good faith are difficult to determine in any given instance. The duty of good faith and fair dealing underpins the entire contractual relationship and is implied in the performance of the express contractual terms, giving substance to contractual obligations in those areas where the express terms may be ambiguous. The duty is inherent in all agreements and is meant to ensure that the parties to an agreement deal honestly and fairly with each other when performing the contract and addressing gaps in their agreement. Put another way, the duty means that a particular “failure to perform or enforce, in good faith, a specific duty or obligation under the contract, constitutes a breach of the contract or makes unavailable, under the particular circumstances, [a] remedial right or power.”61 The implied duty does “not add to the content of contractual obligation but instead expresses an attitude towards contracts whose substantive obligations are fixed on other grounds.”62 As “[n]o contract, regardless of how tightly or precisely drafted it may be, [can] wholly account for every possible contingency” the implied duty of good faith and fair dealing fills in the “spaces between the written words.”63 This good faith and fair dealing obligation owed by each party centers around the reasonable expectations at the time the contact was entered into to determine where the impugned actions were (or should have been) reasonably considered ex ante. “When applying the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, the temporal focus is critical . . . . The implied covenant looks to the past, and seeks to enforce terms that the parties would have agreed to themselves had

---


they considered the issue in their original bargaining positions at the time of contracting.”

Proponents of the DAO argue that the smart contract and algorithms dispense with an agent’s decisional discretion (and performance in certain instances) while being transparent and “trustless.” As such, according to these proponents, legally enforceable fiduciary obligations are unnecessary. It is likely such optimism is misplaced. First, while some agency costs can be mitigated or even eliminated through the use of blockchain technology, certain agency costs are not impacted by blockchain technology, and as such the law of fiduciary obligations needs to reach these agents. Second, the inflexibility, self-executing nature and inability or difficulty in rectifying a transaction involving smart contracts creates a need for intensive up-front attentiveness by specialized DAO staff or members, which in turn can give rise to agency issues and the need for fiduciary obligations. Third, because of the logistical difficulties in managing the blockchain, issues involved with monitoring and managing the interaction of members as well as the cost of processing member proposals on the blockchain, create a need for a “moderator” or “auditor” who must be, or is tasked with overseeing the DAO decisional processes. This entity or individual arguably is, or should be, within the reach of fiduciary law.

---

64 Emps. Ret. Sys. of the City of St. Louis v. TC Pipelines GP, Inc., 152 A.3d 1248 (Del. 2016) (cited in Pat Andriola, Leap of Faith: Determining the Standard of Faith Needed to Violate the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing for Delaware Limited Liability Companies, 58 B.C. L. REV. 1, 2 (2017)); Nemec v. Shrader, 991 A.2d 1120, 1125–26. (Del. 2010) (“The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing involves a ‘cautious enterprise,’” inferring contractual terms to handle developments or contractual gaps that the asserting party pleads neither party anticipated. “‘[O]ne generally cannot base a claim for breach of the implied covenant on conduct authorized by the agreement.’ We will only imply contract terms when the party asserting the implied covenant proves that the other party has acted arbitrarily or unreasonably, thereby frustrating the fruits of the bargain that the asserting party reasonably expected. When conducting this analysis, we must assess the parties’ reasonable expectations at the time of contracting and not rewrite the contract to appease a party who later wishes to rewrite a contract he now believes to have been a bad deal. Parties have a right to enter into good and bad contracts, the law enforces both.”).


VI. INEFFICIENCIES IN SMART CONTRACTS AND AGENTS

Smart contracts, either as “code-only smart contracts” or those coded implemented contracts which are used to effectuate various provisions of text-based contracts have a significant potential to revolutionize various business relationships; and have the potential to fundamentally transform social and legal institutions. Once written, smart contracts are immutable; this is both a strength and a weakness. They minimize transaction costs (e.g., negotiation and terms, offer and acceptance, performance) and their use on the blockchain reduces the required amount of trust necessary to enter into a transaction, makes it easier to identify potential counterparties and lessens the amount of monitoring and follow-up that is required in a transaction. Smart contracts also have the potential to reduce bargaining disparities and ensure more effective markets because they can prevent powerful parties from opportunistically breaching the contract or extracting a beneficial modification that disadvantages weaker parties.

Yet the very inflexibility of the smart contract can potentially limit its widespread adoption in business governance and business interactions. A potentially serious problem that can involve a DAO is where a member loses the cryptographic private key, or someone steals or misappropriates the key. In these circumstances, the member will be unable to gain access to the DAO and exercise the member’s governance and financial rights. At the same time, unless the private key is locked, the individual or entity that has misappropriated a key can exercise whatever rights the member may have without fear of identification. Regaining access to the key through legal mechanisms simply may not be possible due to technical barriers.

68 Sklaroff, supra note 5, at 267.
70 Michael del Castillo, Relax Lawyers, Nick Szabo Says Smart Contracts Won’t Kill Jobs, COINDESK (Dec. 8, 2016, 8:55 AM), http://www.coindesk.com/nick-szabo-lawyers-jobs-safe-in-smartcontract-era/ [https://perma.cc/6RX3-U2JE] (“The result is that while traditional law is relatively flexible, involving interpretation and judgment (and can therefore be corrupted), a software version is ‘rigid and predictable.’”).
Where the parties or a particular aspect of a transaction are not covered by the smart contract code, contractual disputes can be difficult to resolve using the courts. The technical nature of the problems (actual or potential) either with a key, the smart contract code or modifying the code to incorporate new conditions, would generally require most DAO members and outside parties dealing with the DAO to contract with and rely upon, trustworthy, technical experts or specialized agents to ensure that the contractual agreement is accurately captured by the code, and/or that the code (as written by a third party or other member of the DAO) is accurate. This creates negotiation costs and uncertainties because the parties must anticipate and precisely define terms and account for all future scenarios that may occur under the contract; a difficult, expensive, and in some cases an impossible task in certain business circumstances.71 As noted by Sklaroff, parties manage these issues and costs by using loosely defined contract terms or standards which are given more precise meaning during the course of

---

71 Legal Statement on Cryptoassets and Smart Contracts, UK JURISDICTION TASKFORCE (Nov. 2019), file:///E:/DOA/6.6056_JO_Cryptocurrencies_Statement_FINAL_WEB_111119-1.pdf (“At first blush, a smart contract that exists purely in code is not susceptible to the exercise of contractual interpretation at all, in part because interpretation is about ascribing meaning to natural language, and in part because code is generally clear, unambiguous and self-consistent (albeit that is not always the case, as discussed below). However, it is unnecessary to declare smart contracts as a special category of contracts to which the normal rules of interpretation are dis-applied. Rather, a smart contract consisting solely of code with no natural language element can in most circumstances be seen as an extreme example of a contract whose language is clear, with the result that there is no justification to depart from it. The practical result, however, is the same: we do not believe there are many circumstances in which an English court would hold that the ‘meaning’ of a smart contract consisting solely of code was something other than that expressed in the code. That is not because there is anything special about such a smart contract. Rather, it reflects the entirely conventional position that where language is clear and unambiguous (which code generally is), it would require very unusual circumstances for a judge to conclude that the objective meaning was other than what the words (code) said. Although the code for a smart contract can generally be expected to be clear and unambiguous, this will not always be so. For example, a program might use a construction that is ill-defined in the programming language being used, with the result that it does not have a single ascertainable ‘meaning’; or different compilers might treat a particular programmatic construction in a different way, leading to a question as to which behaviour was actually intended; or the running order of different parts of the code may affect its behaviour and thus, potentially, its ‘meaning.’ In some cases, such ambiguities might be resolved by reference to other parts of the code that make the intended behaviour clear; however, there will likely also be cases where examination of the code alone will not be sufficient to ascertain contractual intention and, just as with natural language contracts, a judge will need to look beyond the four corners of the code to interpret it. A judge’s task when interpreting a smart contract, then, is to determine, looking at the contract as a whole, and the admissible evidence, what the parties objectively intended their obligation to be.” [citations omitted]).
performance or subsequent negotiation. In addition, smart contracts can increase the costs of responding to a breach by removing enforcement flexibility. In most instances, parties prefer to avoid litigation and resolve contract disputes informally with minimal cost. The inflexibility of the smart contract, should anything be amiss, invariably leads to costly and unpredictable litigation due to the self-implementing nature of the smart contract code.

VII. THE BLOCKCHAIN

“Blockchain provides an encrypted ledger for smart contracts that are essential for the integrity and security assurance of smart-contract executions.” As noted by the California Blockchain Working Group, distributed ledger technology appeals to many individuals who support reducing hierarchy and increased personal agency because of its distributed authority, decentralised governance, self-affirming identity, and data privacy. In business transactions, the technology makes it less difficult to identify potential counterparties, lessens the amount of trust needed between parties to consummate and implement a transaction, and reduces the costs of monitoring the performance of the contract. It is likely that blockchain based contracts will be increasingly used in business and governmental transactions in the coming decades.

Yet despite its promise, the blockchain has costs in verification and networking that in turn have implications for agency, market structure and competition. Verification costs involve the mechanisms by which the products, services, property, or store of value (e.g., fiat currency) are

---

72 Sklaroff, supra note 5, at 277.
73 Id. at 277–78.
75 See Crittendon, supra note 43.
76 Seidel, supra note 69.
substantiated by both parties to be correct under the terms of the contract. In usual circumstances, the parties can directly assess the quality of the goods, service, etc. and the authenticity of the currency. The only intermediary involved is the financial institution. Intermediaries are important to transactions and the function of the market because they reduce information asymmetries and potential for moral hazard by providing trustworthy exchange mechanisms, imposing additional disclosures and monitoring participants.79 Where activities and transactions are all online “on-chain,” activities that are recorded, blockchain digitalisation can significantly reduce or minimise costs. However, where there is a link with offline “off-chain” events, including such things as Anti-Money Laundering regulations and/or due diligence such as Know-Your-Customer investigations, there are significant costs that cannot benefit from low-cost verification. When considering these issues in terms of DAO governance, it is likely that all decision-making processes, be they internal to the DAO or with third parties are necessarily going to involve some cost—and some discretion. These costs are added to costs related to the maintenance of the network on which the smart contracts run. As the costs for third-party verification and the use oracles are paid for by cryptocurrency (“gas” on Ethereum) or utility tokens (representing cryptocurrencies or given for free) the access to the beneficial elements of the blockchain can be limited.80 Invariably the differential access to “gas” among members will exclude participation in various decisions. Additionally, the widespread application of the blockchain requires a clear legal framework, particularly concerning jurisdiction, conflict or laws and remedies which have yet to be addressed. This legal and regulatory vacuum increases the legal and financial risks of blockchain transactions and militate against the dispensation of agents advocated by proponents.

79 Id. at 83.
80 Toshendra Kumar Sharma, What is a Blockchain Oracle? A Detailed Overview, BLOCKCHAIN COUNCIL (June 8, 2020), https://www.blockchain-council.org/blockchain/what-is-a-blockchain-oracle-a-detailed-overview/ (“Blockchain oracles are the services that send and verify real-world occurrences and submit information to smart contracts, triggering state changes on the blockchain. Blockchain oracles are said to be third-party services that provide smart contracts with external information. They provide a link between off-chain and on-chain data. These are vital in the blockchain ecosystem because they expand the scope in which smart contracts can operate.”).
VIII. THE PRACTICAL NECESSITY OF A MONITOR/MODERATOR

This is not to suggest that the use of the blockchain, smart contacts and the DAO business form are not going to significantly increase in use and complexity across the business world in the coming years. Rather, the inherent issues involving the use of smart contracts necessitate the continued use of agents and agent discretion in many business circumstances, including DAOs. As such, the use and intrinsic nature of smart contracts continues to incorporate notions of good faith and loyalty, the inherent inequality between the parties or the presence of vulnerability that have been the woof and warp of fiduciary obligations since the law was developed. In such situations, it is unrealistic to assume that such activities should be beyond the reach of fiduciary law. The use of discretion, and information asymmetries between/among members or agents and members of the DAO, and the potential that the use of such discretion will change legal relationships among members, and with third parties interacting with the DAO necessitates the extension of fiduciary law. It is inescapable, despite the use of smart contracts, that in some situations, the agents necessarily will perform such decisional process and responsibilities where members as principles have additional legal protection besides those written in the smart contract code embedded in the DAO structure.

IX. PROBLEMS WITH THE ABILITY OF LLC MEMBERS TO CONTRACT OUT OF FIDUCIARY OBLIGATIONS

The Wyoming DAO Limited Liability Company Act (DAO Act), like many state LLC statutes across the United States allows DAO members to contractually waive those fiduciary duties that would otherwise apply to management and members. Under the DAO Act, “no member” of a DAO
shall have any fiduciary duty to the organization or any member except “the implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing.” Unlike the general Wyoming LLC statute, the DAO Act does not provide default fiduciary duties that would apply unless members “opt-out” or contract out of these duties; rather the DAO statute establishes a default rule that the law will not impose any duties other than good faith and fair dealing absent a contractual obligation in the operating agreement.

The issue of whether it is desirable to enable members to opt-out of all fiduciary duties in favor of the minimal duties of good faith and fair dealing is beyond the scope of this Article. Fiduciary “Traditionalists” argue, among other things that the use of contractual waivers for fiduciary duties is a fundamental confusion of legal doctrine and company law, and privileges a false notion of efficiency at the expense of other important social values such as fairness and trust. They also argue that contractual waivers overestimate the prescience of the parties, ignores the parties unequal bargaining position and have a detrimental effect on the broader economy as fiduciary rules will be regularly discarded as waivers become standard. On the other hand, those who argue for the ability to contract out of fiduciary obligations conceive of these rules as comprising a set of default rules and deterrence against poor behavior, which members should be free to contract out of should they so desire. Easterbrook and Fischel argue that corporate fiduciary

extends certain fiduciary duties of loyalty and care to members and managers while providing a larger set of duties for managers. WYO. STAT. ANN. § 17-29-409(g) (2015).

This is in contrast to other state LLC statutes. For example, the Delaware Limited Liability Company Act, DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 6, § 18-101 (2022), establishes certain default statutory rules that apply only where the members have not either waived or modified them in the LLC operating agreement. Members under the Delaware Statute are free to contract among themselves on a large number of issues including the standards governing the internal affairs of the LLC, and the statute is designed to “give the maximum effect to the principle of freedom of contract and to the enforceability of limited liability company agreements.” DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 6, § 18-1101(b) (2022). Members are also free to choose to govern their relationships exclusively by contract, without regard to corporate-style fiduciary duties of loyalty and care provided that the operating agreement cannot “limit or eliminate liability for any act or omission that constitutes a bad faith violation of the implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing.” DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 6, § 18-1101(e) (2022). Waivers in the operating agreement that disclaim fiduciary duties must be made in clear and unambiguous terms.


TAMAR FRANKEL, FIDUCIARY LAW 232 (2011).

standards are, and should be, default rules which are “off the rack” contract terms that designed to maximize shareholder value.88

As noted by Frankel the presumption that fiduciary rules may be waived is based on the liberal idea that individuals should be free to govern their relationships unless good reasons exist to impose mandatory rules.89 To these scholars, fiduciary obligations perform a “gap filling function” as they allow for contractual terms to be implied into the agreements, so it is not necessary that the parties agree to everything in advance.90

The contractual perspective, which allows for the waiving of fiduciary duties has been accepted by most states with LLC statutes. The extent to which the LLC statutes provide for waiving of duties varies across states. Ribstein and Keatngle identify five approaches to contracting out of fiduciary duties for LLCs.91 The Delaware approach, which confers on members a broad freedom of contract in contracting out of fiduciary duties (outside of the implied duties of good faith and fair dealing) has become widely used.92 The Uniform Limited Liability Company Act (ULLCA) takes a slightly different approach and provides a non-exclusive statutory definition for each duty, then leaves it up to the parties (and the courts) system to clarify, supplement, and interpret the content and scope of each duty.93

89 FRANKEL, supra note 86, at 235.
92 Lewis H. Lazarus & Jason Jowers, Fiduciary Duties of Managers of LLCs: The Status of the Debate in Delaware, AM. BAR REV. (Feb. 28 2012), https://www.americanbar.org/groups/business _law/resources/business-law-today/2012-february/fiduciary-duties-of-managers-of-llcs/#%3A-%3Atext %3DHowever%2C%20in%20allowing%20fiduciary%20duties%20to%20be%20waived%2Cy%20provisions%20in%20the%20operating%20agreement%20company%20agreement%22; DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 6, § 18-104 (2022) (“In any case not provided for in this chapter, the rules of law and equity, including the rules of law and equity relating to fiduciary duties and the law merchant, shall govern.”), Commentary for the Act on the section stated that the LLC agreement can waive fiduciary duties of members with an express statement to that effect. This provides that the LLC members can manage fiduciary duty with provisions in the operating agreement that restrict, limit, or expand these duties within the boundaries of fair dealing and good faith and allows each LLC to define its own fiduciary relationships if it so chooses.
93 Uniform Limited Liability Company Act §§ 105 and 409 impose a fiduciary duty of loyalty and a fiduciary duty of care absent a modification or waiver in the LLC operating agreement. Uniform Limited Liability Company Act §§ 105, 409 (Unif. L. Comm’n 2013).
Initially various LLC statutes reflected the conception that an LLC is entirely a species of contract. The very flexibility that the organizing agreement provided members, coupled with limited liability, was considered to be its major contribution to business efficiency. As such, it is presumed that members have no inherent expectation of fiduciary obligations absent an express contractual provision.\(^4\) Members needed to “opt-in” to fiduciary obligations (notwithstanding the continuing obligations of good faith and fair dealing). This led to a significant amount of litigation. As a result of these litigated issues many states, including Wyoming, have amended their LLC statutes and modified the waiver provisions to require fiduciary obligations as default provisions and allow for members to waive or modify fiduciary duties in the operating agreements. Where there is no language of waiver or modification in the agreement however, fiduciary duties (as understood in common law or as defined in statute, for example, ULLCA Section 409) apply. In effect, the new approach, while providing a broad scope for contract, establishes fiduciary obligations as a set of default rules which members “opt-out” of in the operating agreement.

As mentioned above, the Wyoming DAO Act did not incorporate the changes which required members to “opt-out” of fiduciary duties when Wyoming amended its broader LLC Act in 2012.\(^5\) Rather it provides the members must explicitly “opt-in” to fiduciary protections. This is inappropriate and problematic. First, it is evident that the underlying smart contracts and algorithms which govern the DAO can be difficult for investors/members to understand. While the DAO Act provides a means to identify and determine the content of the smart contracts, there is an issue that less sophisticated or less technologically aware members could be subject to oppression or suffer from overly permissive conflict of interest provisions. Moreover, even where there is a concrete understanding of the content of the particular governance smart contract, the quasi-anonymous membership structure of many DAOs (providing the potential for one member to acquire additional membership interests without other members knowledge of the actual owner) the membership structure and voting arrangement are unlikely to provide sufficient protection. Without the


purchase and deterrence of *ex ante* fiduciary obligations, it is likely that non-remedied malfeasance could occur. In Wyoming, this issue would be exacerbated in the recent amendments to the DAO Act relating to the required quorum for membership voting. The new amendment enables a DAO to modify the minimum threshold (i.e., establish its own definition of a quorum within its articles of organization) of the DAOs overall membership necessary to participate in proposal voting for a proposal to be valid if passed.96

Second, the DAO structure, despite its horizontal governance, necessitates the existence of a moderator/agent which may address any shortcoming in the blockchain, as well as aggregate and coordinate member governance proposals. The existence of such an entity or individual, coupled with the cost of processing member proposals on the blockchain, is an analogous situation to which the law has applied fiduciary obligations in a corporate and partnership setting. While a precise definition of the fiduciary relationship and the implications of the relationship are numerous, a useful definition is found in Justice Wilson’s discussion in *Frame v. Smith* in the Supreme Court of Canada.97 Wilson observes that a fiduciary relationship should be imposed where the relationship possesses three general characteristics: (1) the fiduciary has scope for the exercise of some discretion or power; (2) the fiduciary can unilaterally exercise that power or discretion so as to affect the beneficiary’s legal or practical interests; and (3) the beneficiary is peculiarly vulnerable to or at the mercy of the fiduciary holding the discretion or power.98 Using Wilson’s notion, it is evident that a DAO moderator has decisional authority and the discretion to put forth certain membership proposals in a situation where there is an asymmetry of knowledge vis-à-vis the membership, as well as the ability to change a member’s and the LLC’s legal and financial position. As noted by Minn:

The fiduciary duty of loyalty should have its place in governing DAOs, even when the fiduciary’s powers and functions over a beneficiary’s assets are largely automated (and thus attenuated). As long as there exists some degree of centralization of power, which is inevitable, a fiduciary can exert some degree of

---

96 SF0068, 66th Leg., 2022 Budget Sess. (Wy. 2022).
98 *Id.* at 102.
discretion over the beneficiary’s asset, and that leaves room for misappropriation.\textsuperscript{99}

In addition, the DAO structure makes it difficult for members to monitor their own interests. The moderator is often the only entity that has full access to all members (and these may even by pseudo-anonymous) such that the membership, unlike shareholders in a corporation, have less ability to access the names and contacts of members in the event there are issues with management, or there is a desire to change DAO governance smart contracts. The aggregation, monitoring and clearance process requires a mechanism for the determination of sufficiency of the proposal and the accompanying information to make informed voting decisions, circumstances that should necessarily require fiduciary duties.

Third, there is a need for someone to provide DAO token holders with sufficient information to permit them to make informed voting decisions. The pseudonymity and dispersion of investors often can make it difficult for them to exchange information or combine efforts to affect change. These problems were evident in the problems with the failed “The DAO” entity in 2016. Unfortunately, the problem cannot readily be addressed by LLC statutory provisions.

Fourth, even where the moderator has minimal discretion and the DAO is algorithmically managed, the problems of conflict-of-interests and oppression are unlikely to be accepted by the Courts based on the “opt-in” provisions for fiduciary duty of the Wyoming LLC DAO statute or other statutes. Some state courts that have interpreted “opt-in” or “opt-out” provisions in their LLC acts broadly, and they continue to permit common law claims and defenses that have not been specifically abrogated.\textsuperscript{100} While the language of the Wyoming statute, like that of other states\textsuperscript{101} looks to


\textsuperscript{100} See, e.g., Bushi v. Sage Health Care, PLLC, 203 P.3d 694, 699 (Idaho 2009) (interpreting Idaho’s LLC statute and concluding that members of an LLC owe one another fiduciary duties); Pannell v. Shannon, 425 S.W.3d 58, 82 n.22 (Ky. 2014) (interpreting the same provision as codified in Kentucky’s LLC statute as permitting a common law laches defense).

\textsuperscript{101} See, e.g., OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 1705.281 (West 2017) (“[t]he only fiduciary duties a member owes to a limited liability company and the other members are the duty of loyalty and the duty of care set forth in divisions (B) and (C) of this section.”); see also HAW. REV. STAT. § 428-409 (2017); OR. REV. STAT. § 63.155(1) (2017); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 11, § 4059(a) (2018); WASH. REV. CODE § 25.15.038 (2018).
statutorily eliminate common law fiduciary duties, it is likely that the opt-in provisions, despite the clarity, will not be accepted by the courts when challenged. While the DAO is certainly a product of contract, the notion that it is conceptually only a “creature” of contract in a manner similar to other LLCs strains the analogy inappropriately as that suggests that DAO internal governance may be regulated in a manner consistent with other types of business entities—something it has been specifically designed not to do. A DAO LLC is fundamentally different from a traditional LLC (and corporation) due to the pseudo-anonymous nature of its membership identity, the necessity and prevalence of smart contracts implementing and defining the operating agreement, and the “take-it or leave-it” adhesive nature of the membership contract smart contract and governance regime.

Fifth, once a DAO is established it is difficult, for technological and jurisdictional reasons, to be able regulate member relationships in a manner that would even be consistent with good faith and fair dealing—the minimal common law standards governing relationships between and among members and the LLC. On one hand, this is because these concepts are often difficult to apply and are contextually triggered—arising from a “real-life” randomness that is not easily replicated in the digital environment. The very malleability of the governance and structure, difficulty in identifying members and their location, jurisdictional and different legal standards, the rigidity of smart contracts, the inability of the courts to even provide remedies where a violation of law has occurred (because of such issues as the inability to access a private key or the inability to reach the assets of a misfeasor because they are in crypto-currency) all militate against allowing DAO LLCs to contract out of fiduciary duties as these are important rules that apply to good faith and fair dealing. DAO management and members should be subject to the full weight of fiduciary obligations towards each other and the DAO.

X. CONCLUSION

DAOs are entities established through digital ledgers with members interacting with it through pre-programmed computer codes. This allows the DAO to exist without a centralized governing body. A DOA’s governance is undertaken through the use of blockchain, and the pre-programmed computer codes are smart contracts used to build the various blocks that reflect transactions between the members of the blockchain. The lack of a
centralized authority in DAOs has been touted as a prominent feature that would give decision-making powers over to members that participate in the blockchain, but the exact legal relationship between the entity and members is sometimes hard to define.

Yet, even though the recognition of DAOs as legal entities is a positive step toward extending legal protections to DAO members and third parties who engage in transactions with DAOs, the use of smart contracts and the blockchain do not adequately address the legal and governance issues the DAO purports to solve. It is important the law reach these relationships as they have a larger social significance. The DAOs, like other business forms, should reflect broader social and economic goals that are consistent with the construction and preservation of social and economic interdependency.\(^\text{102}\)

Originally, the combination of members’ decision-making through smart contracts and the blockchain has been seen by some commentators as a means to better address corporate governance issues.\(^\text{103}\) The blockchain offers transparency by revealing the actions taken by the participants. This allows the DAOs to self-govern, without the need of maintaining a centralized entity such as a board of directors. The Wyoming DOA Act has additional problems in that it does not discuss the definition and requirements for smart contracts and blockchains that form the DAO LLC, raising the question as to whether categorizing DAOs as a type of LLC actually provides adequate protection to the members that interact with DAOs.

All of this highlights the challenges that still exist in creating a comprehensive legal construct to regulate DAOs. While DAOs have been seized upon by proponents as a means of rectifying the agent-principle problem inherent in the corporate structure, DAOs cannot completely eliminate the problems related to asymmetrical information, powers, and incentives different individuals may have within the DAO structure. This continuing problem, in turn, leads to an inquiry into the appropriate conceptualization of a DAO as a legal entity. This legal entity should consider incorporating considerations that address the legal relationships of DAOs with its members, the obligations owed by DAOs to third parties, and the obligations owed by the members and management of DAOs.

\(^\text{102}\) Rotman, supra note 81, at 934.

\(^\text{103}\) Murray et al., supra note 14, at 623.